
 Supervisor Meeting 10 
 

Date 20/03/2018 
Time 1630 

Venue SIS Level 4  
Attendees Jin Qiang 

Sushil 
Sherman 
Derrick 
Celestine 

Absentees - 
 

Agenda 

Item Description 
1. New findings on Andorid phones 

Xiaomi phone: Will require to on the bluetooth 24/7 in order to find the 
beacon successfully.  

2. Android application 
Conducted a UI fixes for older phone models where screen resolution is 
too low and the button is covered.  

3. Respondents 
16 users who are using beacons in our system. 
We will need to have at least 2 weeks of data collection for analytics.  

4. Manpower Allocation 

Sushil : Help Sherman with Analytics 

Sherman: CRON job for analytics, per day/week/hour etc. Might include a 
button to trigger a job for the statistics. 

5. Analytic Models 

1. At home/not at home % (per day basis) [Avg/whole period] 

       Page to show % of Monday in a month at home.  

 

2. Calculate the difference per week (Me vs Me) 

Eg. Monday at home for 50%, next Monday we will show the 
difference between this and next week. 

Will need to give meanings to each analysis. Can look at days and 
timings of the week  

 



Possibility to do line graph, to see if there are any spikes  

 

3. Difference in behaviour compared to others in a week (Me vs 
Others) - Weekday/Weekend 

For event organisers, will know whether to conduct activities on 
weekday or weekend. 

Significant in showing days of the week, can be colour coded (red - 
go out more) 

Eg.  

 

4. Phone Model vs Going out 

Based on the phones we have in our database, we will see the models of 
the phone used by the current users. And how their phone model 
correlates to going out (Eg rich person will go out more) 

 

5. Phone critical battery % 

Calculate frequency you are out when your battery is at a certain range.  

Notification to charge phone before going out if they always risk having low 
battery when they are out. 

 

Comments: Purpose to remind you to charge phone, why compare with 
other people. Just remind your phone. Good to analyse battery but wrong 
presentation. 

 

Suggestion: 

Compare the time difference in each update, and if timing is in close 

 



proximity, can conclude the person is home. Average duration someone is 
out. With the use of Python.  

6. Final Slides for analysis: 

- Show model 
- Hypothesis  

The meeting was adjourned at 1800H with the next meeting scheduled 27/03/2018. 
 

Task List 
Item Task Action by 

1. Create the logic for the analytics  Sushil 
[26/3/2018] 

2. CRON job for analytics, per day/week/hour etc. Might include 
a button to trigger a job for the statistics. 

Sherman 
[22/3/2018] 

3. Finals presentation slides  Derrick  
[8/4/2018] 

 
These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no amendments reported in 
the next three days.  

 
Vetted by, 
Derrick 

Vetted by, 
Celestine 

 
 

 


